intertwines an exploration of these power dynamics with reading of the Qur'an and Hadith, and analyzes how Muslim women's perception of power and gender are linked to their relationship with religion.

Culture and Customs of Pakistan-Iftikhar Haider Malik 2006 A look at Pakistan, its culture, customs, history, and contemporary life.

Significant Others-Richard Handler 2004-06-15 Anthropology is by definition about "others," but in this volume the phrase ... volume look at the roles of these spouses and partners of anthropologists over the late nineteenth and early twentieth

The Ethnographic State-Edmund Burke 2014-09-10 France and the sociology of Islam, 1798-1890 -- The Algerian origins of ... contexts of research -- Social research in the technocolony : the colonial archive institutionalized, 1912-25 --

argued that practice is theory-light and theory is practice-light. Consequently, it has proven notoriously difficult to ... between theory and practice. Fostering sophisticated translingual and transcultural competences, linking the work of the

Critical and Intercultural Theory and Language Pedagogy-Glenn S. Levine 2011-01-01 Critical theory, ... with the instrumental demands of facilitating the skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. It is often

were, in particular, composed by authors who were embedded in the mundane social existence of London, in its quotidian ... symbolism of attire; matrimonial talk; the use of money (coin) as metaphor and metonymy; "over-exuberance" towards the

disciplines have become blurred as a consequence. Social Theory and Social History: - covers the major ... approaches they employ. Historians have made greater use of the theoretical insights of social scientists, and boundaries

Postles is one of the most innovative social historians writing today." —Nigel Goose, Professor of Social and Economic ... and students for the future." —Greg Walker, Regius Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature, University of Edinburgh

Dictionary of Modern American Philosophers-John R. Shook 2005-01-01 The Dictionary of Modern American Philosophers ... pedagogy, sociology, anthropology, education, theology, political science, and several other fields, before these

Geertz, Clifford·格尔茨 2008 本书是作者文化人类学研究论文的精选集, 各篇论文讨论的观点跨越了十五个年头, 它集中反映了以探索人的行为来表现意义的格尔茨风格.

History, Theory, Text-Elizabeth A. Clark 2004-10-30 A historian of early Christianity considers various theoretical ... through engagement with the critical methods that have transformed other humanities disciplines in recent decades.
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